Comments from ML

• Definition of ‘a valid message’ is not clearly expressed - Marcin

• Some statement about the definition may cause confusion in the long run - Marcin, Tomek, Bernie
  – Keep it simple (Remove the statements)- Bernie
Updates after Berlin Meeting

• Improve the definition of ‘a valid message’ for constructing a new Relay-forward msg:
  – (a) if the message is a Relay-forward message, or
  – (b) if a relay agent receives the message but the relay agent does not identify itself as the target of the message, and the message is not a Relay-reply message.

• Specify the handling of a new type of relay msg
  – A relay sends it back to the server, and the server knows the relay does not support the new msg

• Remove the reasons for the definition

• Correct a couple of typos
Next Step

• -02 version posted to the ML in September
• No further comments from the ML
• Stable and mature

=> WGLC?